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Legend of Colors
As in his shallow pan
the prospector sifts the grey silt, filtering
from the muddy sand and rubble
the precious, golden
flecks, the colors of his avid
searching; so
the authors of the following
pages have aspired to distill
from the drear and commonplace
dross of raw reality and everyday
experience their colors, transmuted through
literary experiment into the gold of transcendent
self-expression.
-Anonymous (this poem was recovered
from the roots of Colors’ history)

Editor’s Note
The last words. My last words...
Sounds so final and unrelenting. True, these are my last words
in the preface of Colors, but it has been a lively journey. Let me
explain a few things before delving into my own endings...

As you will see, the magazine has taken a very different format
this year. We’ve created themes! These sections are separated by
the art/sign-up sheets from Naked Words, Helenas own weekly
poetry affair. Thanks to Kasey for her colorful rants and ink
upon the page. Thanks to Bill Borneman for taking on the role
of poetry deity in the necessary organization and implementa
tion (not to mention heckling).

Pan Pantoja, my one and only cover artist, has been with me
for three straight years (the length of my editorship). This year,
we’ve chosen a piece that Pan refers to as “potentialism,” a pro
cess in which the paint is first “thrown” at the canvas and then
formed into whatever it is to be. I connected this to the writing
of poems and stories as their unwillingness to be controlled,
their cathartic effect on the mindbodysoul, and their absolute
independence. Great job Pan, as always.
Additional thanks go to Randy Hussey (who will be taking the
magazine over next year), Richard Nino, Loren Graham, Laura
Ottoson, Martin Kidson (for the nice story), and all of the
unique and delightful authors who have contributed to Colors
this year.

I must also mention a little thing called a poetry slam that
went down, for the first time in Helena, last October. As part
of the “Helena Festival of the Book,” four poets competed in
an awesome competition of spoken word. Judges were chosen
at random from the animated audience, scores were tallied
and a winner was found after the last turbulent round. I feel
it is necessary to bring this up and stick it here because it felt
like a large literary revolution taking place in the room during
the slam. The energy was amazing and the words, well, the
words were everything. It was the first, but by no means the
last, dance of expression our dear queen city. Three of the four
poets are included in this edition, please be sure to give them
special attention: Brynn Holt (who won the slam), Kolleen Riv
ers, and Scott Walter.
ii

So now back to those final words...
Freckle. Pickle trees. Elbow. Stem. Phat snowflake. Stream.
Swim free. Steam. Neck. Skin sandwich. Flapjack. Non-GMO
green things. Fluster. Just a few of pay favorite things. Might as
well be good words if they are to be the last. It has surely been
a trippp...thanks to Carroll College and the artists, lovers and
authors of this sweet city who make it possible. Never forget
the organic (and orgasmic) power of raw words (and vegetables
too)!
-Kate Wilson
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Grounded Brown Fertile Earth
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Redwoods
Looming Giants surround me;
midnight dew dripped ferns sprinkle
grounded brown fertile earth—
rich companions.

Soar up past the colossal arms,
broken rays. Spirit toppled by man
toppled by mother nature.
Shallow rooted—shallow humans.

Speak colossus. Tell me your
secrets; help me. Thin
paper skin, your thick weathered
bark: centuries equal moments,
your rings...my days.
Remain strong, stout, stoic. I’m dead
fall, debris, decaying.

Looming Giants see so much
consume so little: giving shade,
sustenance, security. Uprooted—
never again by me. Majestic beautiful
pillars of hope for the future.
-Randy E. Hussey

I

Felling an Engelmann
The first tree
I ever felled
took his time
deciding to fall to the earth
at first not accepting
his separation from roots and soil.
Until finally, he found
his rebellious angle
and pitched forward, landing
solid, laid out
in an open meadow. Afterwards,
I cut his limbs, flush
against his body,
undressed him in ribbons
of tree bark, until he was naked
spruce. Few know such intimacy
with an Engelmann, the mingling
of sweat and sap, of carrying
a tree on your shoulder.
It took ten of us with Swede
hooks to take him
up the mountain,
set him into the trail
and everything I had
to leave him
there.
-Sam Ellis
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Out of the Woods

It seems we have managed to create a space
concerned with the upkeep of economies
preoccupied with hidden agendas
and plagued with irrelevancies.
Here we care not about trigger-happy hand
guns, aluminum thrown from open windows
or sad eyes holding signs on street corners,
expecting all the imbalances of capitalism

to silently exist alongside the rushed
routine of plenty. It is this expectation
that allows ignorance, that bleeds
indifference. We seem to have forgotten
why the american flag blows above the factoryfarmed trees, strategically placed in neat decorative
rows, covered with bows, icicle lights and clipped
too close

on the side-walk, in the median, out of the woods
and naked, taut and shivering. Barely alive.
-Kate Wilson
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Powwow Magic
“Stop the car!” I screamed. “Did you see him? Turn the car
around! Go Back!”
Lana, startled and confused, did as I requested.
“What! What are you seeing?” she asked.
She hadn’t gone more than a quarter-of-a-mile back down
the road when suddenly she saw him too, and pulled her gray
Toyota Echo off to the side of the deserted stretch of highway.
“Oh! My gosh! Look at him.” With my left hand, I slowly
rolled down my side window. At the same time, with my free
hand, I started groping the back seat for my camera, casually
tossed there at the start of this adventure.
“That is the biggest eagle Ive ever seen,” I whispered.
“What a blessing.
He is a spirit-sign, and he is telling us we are going to have
the best powwow weekend ever,” I told her. “Look at how the
feathers fold into one another. His eyes are piercing into my
very soul...” My voice trailed off as I continued to stare at this
magnificent bird. This phenomenon obviously was only for the
two of us to witness this hot July day as we began our fourday vacation at the powwow on the reservation in Browning,
Montana.
I took my eyes off of the three-foot tall statuesque bird,
standing only a stone’s throw away from the car, to look at
Lana. She was gawking at the bird with huge, round black
huckleberry eyes.
“Wow! What’s this all about?” she quietly mouthed to me. I
turned back to the bird and...POOF! He was gone. Vanished.
Astonished, I rubbed at my eyes. Surely we would have seen
and heard an eagle with at least a six-foot wingspan flapping up
into the thin-aired, cloudless Montana big sky. No photographs
marked this moment. We only had each other to verify what
had just taken place here. In silence, Lana started her car.
“Okay. Tell me. What’s going on?”
Even though Lana is Blackfoot by birth, she doesn’t know
a whole lot about her culture. Adopted as a baby into a white
man’s world, she is just beginning to seek her true roots. This
weekend, at the powwow, Lana was taking herself right into an
adventure that would affect the rest of her life.
Me? I’m white and Irish. I lived my youth on a small farm
in Montana with a grandfather who deeply respected and loved
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the Indian way of life. I never questioned how come Granddad
would take time from the field crops to camp one weekend in
July in the backbone country near Glacier National Park. We
slept in the back of his beat-up, faded blue 1935 Chevrolet
pickup, fighting off mosquitoes as soon as the sun went down. I
had been spending time at the Browning powwows since I was
a kid. I still have a heart for the Blackfoot culture.
Yep, I felt pretty smug in what I knew about spirit guides,
and shape shifters, even though my knowledge was all from
book learning. I’d studied Irish history and knew all about
Cuchulain and his mystical powers to morph into an animal in
the heat of battle. The Native American’s beliefs about the spirit
world continued where Irish history left off, or so it seemed to
me. I was eager to be Lana’s teacher.
After this weekend, I would come to realize even deeper the
mysteries of the Native American culture. Surprises were in
store for me in the most unexpected ways.
Life had kept me away from the Rez for over 10 years, and
today I felt a yearning as we neared Browning.
“Traffic’s getting heavy.” I started reading license plates.
“Tourists from all over the country. Sure glad we got our room
reservations early.” I giggled. “We need a reservation on a
reservation?”
Lana saw the metal warrior statues and pulled in at the
turnout.
“Would you look at that? I need a picture.”
She hopped out, camera in hand, to take a closer look at the
mighty warriors, five times our size, guarding, reminding, yet
welcoming all to the Blackfoot Nation’s reservation. As we had
leisurely traveled that stretch of road, deer, antelope, coyote,
fox, elk, and even buffalo paraded for us. Wild geese and ducks
flew in V formations heading north to Freezeout Lake not too
far distant. A perfect day to play in God’s country...a truly “hoek-a-hey!” day.
My eyes wandered over the landscape, where a lush green
field fed horses grazing knee-deep in grass. Absentmindedly, I
wondered if the tourists racing by us had also seen the wonder
ful playground the Creator had set in their path. Were their
eyes only on the end of the trail and not the road to get them
there?
As much as we were enjoying the break, we still had miles to
go ourselves, and time was a factor. I glanced at my watch.
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“Come on, Lana.” I cheerfully waved her back to the car.
“We have a powwow to get to.”
I heard the heartbeat long before we entered the dance
arena. Gyrating fancy dancers, mesmerized by the drumbeat,
focused on only one thing, the steady rhythm of the wrapped
stick as it hit the stretched hide. The drummer, knowing and
feeling his power, controlled the length and frenzy of the dance.
Overcome by the kaleidoscopic colors swirling all around
me, I realized tears were streaming down my cheeks. The
ribbon dancers’ costumes shook and swayed like puppets be
ing pulled and jerked from an invisible cord high above their
plumed, dancing headdresses. Bright pink, fluorescent yellow,
and neon green ribbon strips mixed with the black and red
costumes of dancers representing tribes from all across America.
Paint, black and white jagged lines, split right down the middle
of their faces, completed their costumes. How handsome and
proud and strong they all look, I thought.
“Incredible! Can it possibly be ten years since I last saw this?
Thanks for calling me to ride up with you,” I said.
Lana shrugged. “Come on and sit down. The bleachers are
filling fast.” She led the way to good viewing seats and staked
our claim to them with blankets and pillows to sit on. “Bleach
ers never get easier to sit on. Good thing one of us remembered
blankets.” She grumbled as she spread them out for us, but I
knew she really wanted to be here. The blankets marked our
spot for the whole weekend. People respected our space even
when we were missing from the arena, searching for water and
other entertainment along the outer edge of the dance grounds.
The jarring music from a nearby carnival, with a whirling Ferris
wheel, could not compare to the beauty of the dancing just a
few feet away.
This powwow secretly held many surprises for Lana. Today
was the day she would meet more of her biological family. A
few years ago she had started a remarkable search that led her
to this day. She discovered her biological roots began deep in
this reservations soil, eluding her until now. I was happy to be
included in this reunion.
I saw her looking around at the gathering crowd. Would
she recognize any of them as her own blood? Suddenly, with
a shout and a wave, Lana was off the bench and into the arms
of her grandmother. Next, I saw her hugging two handsome
uncles, and staring at cousins trying to see a resemblance to
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herself. To me, it was obvious they were her family, and I only
hoped my pictures would reveal this truth to Lana. My self-ap
pointed job was to take photographs.
Secretly, I envied Lana. She had “family,” and this was an
exciting time for her. Gee, Lord, I silently prayed, I am really
feeling lonely today. It is wonderful to see the warmth and
acceptance, the love these people, strangers really, have for my
friend. Thank you for giving me this opportunity to see real
love between these people. Thank you for showing me the
importance of family, and I pray you will keep Lana within this
circle forever. Lord, what is my path of life to be?
Two years earlier, the love of my life had passed on, leaving
me spiritually, emotionally and physically drained. Today, as
the dancers swirled before me, it was as if my black and white
world suddenly had let in a crack of sunlight, had penetrated
my colorless, lifeless breast; like the rush of water from a newly
opened irrigation floodgate, warmth and love replenished my
soul. Slowly, the scales were being removed from my eyes. I felt
like a teenager and could once again see what a beautiful world
I live, work, and play in.
I felt suddenly enriched as this powwow took on its own
spiritual flavor. The air danced with creative electricity. Energy,
released from the four winds, swept through the arena as danc
ers showed respect for each other; the elders carefully keeping
the beat while they watched out for the toddlers, jumping and
twirling, entertaining the crowd, while learning the ancient
steps of the dance.
Chiefs paraded in their white elk skin clothes, decorated
with one- hundred-year-old beaded roses or geometrical
designs, their bonnets filled with sacred and precious eagle
feathers.
“My camera is smokin’,” I laughed. “I can’t quit trying to
capture all of this.” I swept my hands into a round circle in
front of me. The comradery amongst our group was one of
openness and fun. I enjoyed the bantering and teasing that
Lana’s uncles constantly supplied.
As a special surprise, Lana’s grandmother presented her with
a beautiful woven floor rug, and I oohed and awed over it. But
when she presented me with a give-away present also, honoring
her 90th birthday, I was speechless.
“For me?” I gasped. “This is too much...this blanket is
wonderful...! will use it in my guest bedroom...the colors are
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perfect...Thank you so much.” I knew I was babbling, caught
up in the moment, but I couldn’t have done anything else.
“We knew you were coming with Lana,” said her grand
mother. “I want you to know you are welcome in our family
because you are Lanas friend.” Then she gave me a hug, too.
Family, I thought again, as I took a swipe at my sunglasscovered eyes. Embarrassed by my sudden outburst of tears, for
some reason today always on the edge and ready to spill over at
any given emotion, I had to walk away.
That was when I first saw him leaning up against a main
post, his straw cowboy hat pushed down to keep out the sun.
He watched me as I approached his space. My heart leapt in my
chest when he flashed his easy, honest, smile, recognition in his
black, eagle piercing eyes. He knows me...how? We waved to
each other, and I wanted to keep walking right up to him. But
the Victorian manners deeply engrained in me by my mother
kept me from doing so.
For just a blink of an eye in the bright sunlight, I thought I
saw an eagle standing squarely in front of me. I shook my head
to clear my vision, and saw it was still the same cowboy.
Five feet away from him, I paused.
“Hello!” he said.
His high cheekbones were deeply tanned from many hours
in the hot sun. His stance was obviously one of a bronc rider,
and instinctively I knew he was a performer here for the rodeo.
Hello yourself, I thought. I always did like looking at cow
boys. This cowboy, casually dressed in shades of dark brown,
wore dark black boots and dark pants, a brown leather vest, un
buttoned in the heat, covered a tan-colored western-cut shirt. A
light-tan Carhart style jacket hung loosely over his right shoul
der. He turned his head for a second to the left and I spotted an
eagle feather tucked into his off-white straw cowboy hatband.
As if nudged, I felt a spiritual tug. He looks like what I
have always pictured my guardian angel, James, to look like,
I thought. James and I have been inseparable since I was
about four years old, and he has stuck with me through all the
metamorphoses of my life. He’s done it all right along with me.
We’ve had some good times and bad, but I always knew he was
there with me and for me. How many times had I wished he
had skin on?
“Hey! You goin to the rodeo?” I heard him ask.
I hesitated and looked to the ground, watching little dust
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clouds settle around my sandals.
“No,” I answered, smiling at him. “We’re going hiking in
Glacier—looking for the elusive grizzlies.”
“You’ll see two,” he said.
He looked straight into my eyes, just like the eagle had
done. I shivered a bit and rubbed my right arm. At that mo
ment the arena was frozen in motion, and time stood still.
Dancers, in tilted, awkward positions, could not hear the silent
drum, and spectators turned into statues. Nothing and no one
moved or mattered but me and my cowboy. I didn’t want this
magic to end. But I knew that our sacred time, fragile and as
precious as a faceted crystal stone, would shatter like a puzzle
into a million pieces when the unheard command was given for
the world to resume its normal pace.
“Well, cowboy, draw yourself a winning ride,” I shyly spoke
out, breaking the spell.
I barely heard his answer, yet I knew he spoke just to me.
Ever so softly he said, “You know it’s not about winning...it’s all
about the ride!”
It wasn’t until later that night, alone and exhausted from the
long hike, that I lay spread-eagled on the queen-sized bed in the
motel. My jumbled-up thoughts turned to the blessed, happy,
confused, spiritual, tired, wonderful day it had been. An impor
tant highlight had been the spotting of two grizzlies, one pawing
the earth close enough to be an exhilarating thrill. I recalled my
cowboy’s prediction of our seeing two bears, and I smiled.
My cowboy? Who are you cowboy? Eagle, spirit guide, shape
shifter, protector, guardian angel, family, friend? I’d be willing
to bet all the nickels in my piggy bank your name is James.
That was when a deep and overwhelming sense of loss
enveloped me. I squeezed my eyes shut only to find myself
standing on the top of Chief Mountain, the Blackfoot sacred
fasting grounds. I realized I was not alone, but surrounded by
spiritual ancestors.
The backbone now offered me a beautiful gift, a view etched
into my heart space forever. My eyes focused as I watched a
purple shadow slowly spread across the valley floor. I recognized
the silhouette of my magnificent eagle rising upwards past
timberline, his wings strong and powerful as he flapped across
a diamond-glistening glacier. The eagle continued his journey
into the Montana blue sky and beyond, until he disappeared.
-Lenore McKelvey Puhek
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Here Are Aspen
So Sensuous
they warm me
Perfect pastel
green skin
bark
So vigorous
snow load
injury
Becomes
Human
Wrist
Hip
Elbow

Those soft
little wrinkles
speaking
of tender
attention
And a thousand
blind
healed branch stub
eyes
watch my
every movement
-Scott Walter
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The Savemobile
The fenders of this old truck
curve out as if to smile,
echoing with the rumble of a straight 6,
tired but strong,
resounding with the stories of roads traveled
and the shifting of travelers
sitting in her bench seat
grinding through 3 gears
streaming across Montanas expanse
in a ’50 Chevy.

She had to rest awhile
surveying the passage of people and time
from her perch in the tall grass
among abandoned stage sets rusting in the Montana winters
standing firm as the wind of the seasons
passed, coating her with dust,
hiding the luster of her paint job:
candy apple red.
There was a hippie who needed an old truck
said he wanted to save the earth or something,
a cowboy who decided to help this guy out
partly for the truck, partly for the earth, but mostly
for that cute girl that made him love to recycle.
And there was a writer too, who knew these guys
liked old trucks and knew a bit
about wrenchin’ on the darn things.

A traveler of the road pointed the way
and it took that trio a couple of hours
and a couple of six-packs
but as the sun set behind Mt. Helena
a ’50 Chevy roared to life
and the Savemobile was born.

Along the road she’s traveled since that day
many have lent a hand
and many more have given
a smile and a wave as the Savemobile
cruises Helena streets doing her share
showing all the doubters and dreamers
that recycling is a good idea
and that there is no truth more universal
than the innate virtue of a good of truck.
-Adam Wright

II

Emma
I had an old sorrel mare that was the crankiest thing. Her
name was Emma. She fought all the other 20 brood mares.
She kicked and bit, snorted and threw her head around like a
battering ram. She gave the other horses a body block if one got
between her and the grain bucket.
She wasn’t at the bottom of the herd’s pecking order. She
was a class all by herself. She was so wild and irascible in herd
behavior that she was a hazard to be near for human or beast.
Montana’s winter threw an ice storm at us all. The horse herd
disappeared in chilly mist that night. Over the next four days,
a heavy blizzard dumped several feet of new snow. The wind
whipped that snow into drifts that froze near hard as concrete.
We worried that the horses had nothing to eat. The snow
was too hard for them to paw through the wisps of grass left
from summer. The horses were in the furthest corner of the
field when the storm hit. Twenty head of horses were lost from
view in a thousand acre pasture. There was no way to check on
them without getting a snowmobile or an airplane. It hadn’t
come to that yet and, if it did, there were hundreds of ranches
with the same problems.
The icy fog hung around for days, so visibility was limed
to about 10 feet. The mercury in the thermometer sank to 30
below and stayed there.
We broke open some bales of good alfalfa hay and spread
them out over the drifts with little hope that the horses would
find the hay before the winds gusted it away or covered it over
with more snow.
Then, out of the icy fog came a red-brown horse-head with
the mane covered with icy dreadlocks. Her coat looked white
from the snow frozen to it. Blowing big frosty breaths, pawing
and stamping her way through the drifts, down the hill, to the
hay corral, came Emma. We looked at each other—what other
horse would be hungry enough to make that kind of trip for
feed? Only Emma, the grouchiest, greediest mare of the bunch.
She make her way to the loose hay spread on the drifts, then
without even a mouthful, she whirled and started back up the
hill. She whinnied once and then again. A few minutes later the
first of the brood mares appeared through the fog, then the rest
of them. Emma came back to eat hay ravenously. If ever a horse
could talk, it was clear what those calls had had, “Over here
girls! Over here!”
-Judith S.Williams
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Lessons in a Greenhouse

I cannot begin to count the hours
that I have passed in this green
house, all the mornings the sun
rose as I witnessed its daily birth,
the seasons spent among these wild,
willful plants, watching them grow

up and outward. In those days I grew
as well, forgetting all of those hours
that came before and after my wild
transformations. Clothing myself in green
light, I let this be the womb for the birth
of so many first loves. I let the sun
stretch my body to the sky as I pulled the sun
toward the soil. It felt safe to grow
roots in this world, to have an anchored berth
that wasn’t mine alone but ours,
together, the two of us part of this green
kingdom, a wilderness pulsing to the wild
ancient rhythms of nature, the wild
trapped heat of mid-summer sun.
The wisdom that dwells in this small green
space is the kind that grows
while no one notices. No one sees the final hour
of the elodea nor the glorious birth
of aloe, but we know these cycles—birth
and death, we know the emotions of these wild
creatures, exploding ferns, serious cycads. It is our
gift to witness such things, to watch the sun
spill across leaves and branches, to see stems grow
strong or fall to sickness. To be part of this green
house is to be part of life’s green
nirvana, where there is room for rebirth,
where there is no responsibility other than to grow
often it comes slowly, this growing, slow as cacti, wild
as spider plants, but always it comes, each day with the sun,
always it stays until we spend its energy, hour after hour.

-Sam Ellis
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Gold Creek (Angeles Forest)
Heading towards the ends of clattered cliffs,
hiking along the ridge of the mountain,
we spoke of creeks, ponds, and songs.
The valleys were stricken with white wind,
the mountains pinned and poised
while we yodeled our echoes whistled.
The hills glistened green
from the light coming down
as the seesaw sun hid between each one,
but really we were the ones going up and down the trail.
The trees were golden, hugging the light—
only a mirror image could describe what we saw.
Every leaf was yellow, sparkling.

We climbed higher, singing louder
through halls of hollow forest.
Then we cam across a creek which sang back to us—
the rocks in the pond mimicked the water s sound,
drumming the beat, keeping to the rhythm of our feet.
We reached the top
where the wind carried our yells.

We tread a narrow path—
each step permanent, an imprint.
Stones dwell in the ground, the stream bleeds around them.
Only our voices remain.
-Richard O. Nino
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SECTION TWO:

Not Slimy Enough to Swallow
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Palm Pilot
Ipod
flip phone
multitask
order Chinese take out
from freeway
SUV
stop and go
Bumper
Bumper
She’s in the way

Check out
high speed
top down
Beemer chick
in the carpool
only lane
Nothing exists
unless
stylus scratched
on PDA
Billion
Wannabe
Bill Gates
clones

60 seconds
per second

Leisurely stroll
to the urinal
costs
a Rolex
Oyster
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what the shit
you can’t eat it
anyway
Not slimy enough
to swallow
without chewing
Catheterize
in front of
computer screen
hook up
an Espresso
and protein IV
Engage in
Mortal Kombat
during
precious seconds
between
Uplink
Download
And not so
instant messaging

God?
who needs a god?
who’s got the time?

Everyone
hop aboard
a Segway

Worship
the frickin
Clock
tick
-Scott Walter
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Dessert Music

Let us sing of desserts
the music of parfaits and tarts
in freezer cases behind twinkling glass
pushed around restaurants on wheeled carts
desserts galore to nibble at and gorge upon
frosting architecture
glazed surfaces of perfectly baked profundities
crispy edges and creamy interiors
international flavors born of local legends
desserts beyond borders breaking into song upon the tongue
apple fritters, golden toffee sauce, galaktoboureko
dessert music in the Montanaramayana Monkey Chant night
listen to the almond brothers
people can you taste them desserts are in the air
desserts are everywhere
Almond Brickie Almond Butterscotch Bars Almond Cream
with Chow Chow Almond Drops Almond Pudding Almond
Cinnamon Supreme Almond Afternoon Delight with cocaine
cookies on the side and a shot of Herradura
go to New Delhi and try some
Gulab Jamun (cake-like sponge balls soaked in sauce) or
Jalebi (deep-fried squiqqles).
-Bill Borneman
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Your Smell Invades My Nostrils and Lingers

Yours smell invades my nostrils and lingers
on my clothes. Day by day I enter you,
noon and night. With reluctance my fingers
reach for your peaches—I’ll nibble them soon.
Your soft buns are enriched by special sauce—
your red-hot surface makes my meat sizzle
with every touch of the paddle. Embossed
in a sea of green, you are dressed to kill.

Sweet is the taste of your tender cookies
lavished by my tongue. But that same music
you blare forth grows old, mix it a bit. Please
stock up well the ice cream I love to lick.

When I turn gray and withered, I’ll recall
you, St. Thomas Aquinas Dining Hall.
-David Gerke
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Fucking Skunks
It was a day like all creation; pillows of clouds
piled high on a sultry California sky,
tickled woods trickling up in clear air.
What gilded enchantment the blossom of this day when,
in tall grass below, a rustle
hmmm...a terrible tussle,
and straining to see, lest in harms’ way I be: spy
a tumbling ball of black and white fur, flying—
critters at the gates of paradise, vying?
They were skunks, good heavens, entangled like dying!
There were paws pulling and jaws gnawing,
a low meowling and a growing growling,
a tossing and biting, a kicking and fighting,
skunks oblivious, it was obvious, in the moment of delighting.
Pounding proudly with full tails flapping madly,
they were getting a grip on the real estate gladly
lunging and falling and (frankly)...balling,
satisfying ancient laws with pleasure
in gallant galloping lust without measure!

I stood aghast,
having thought fur-bearing beings extended their relations
with a kind of decorum, and placement like milt;
seed planted—species perpetuated—cool task completed.
But propagation be damned,
these skunks were fucking,
bending the hay, shameless and gay
making the most of this most delicious day!

But then, with a nod to privacy
and no clear end in sight,
I slunk away leaving the lover’s to play
at their fine passionate pace,
cranking the wheel of love revolving in this place
(it’s no, you know, certainly no disgrace)
locked in nature’s own religious embrace.
Fucking skunks;
a dalliance it may be true
but the fields, the grass...
and the sky was so blue!
-Will Boland
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Emperor Jack
After Emperor Jack’s suicide attempt, the Kostelecs began pay
ing him more attention. Had they left him at home too often?
Could they have scolded him too much? Maybe, they should
have been more concerned when he began urinating without
lifting the toilet seat. Moses would come home from work, and
instead of the usual glad greeting, Emperor Jack would cower
in the pantry knowing what he did was wrong. Was he signal
ing to his family that he was lonely, or depressed, or afraid that
single-handed he would have to face a robber? Kandy should
have caught on when she found the medicine chest open and
the iodine bottle emptied on the floor.And then Emperor Jack
slashed his wrists. He had climbed into the bathtub, filled it
with warm water, and slashed his wrists. Moses’ razor, blood
ied, lay beside the tub on the floor. Dogs have paws, but do
they have wrists? Whatever dogs have, there they were, all four
slashed, bleeding into the warm water. It is not something
anyone wants to come home to: a blood-pink broth, drooping,
distraught jowls beneath downcast eyes, and a tail curled under.
But Emperor Jack had not been mistreated. He had a big
yard to run in, fresh water everyday, and he was never scolded
when he got into the cat’s food. The cat never showed signs
of depression. The cat slept a lot but that’s what cats do. She
played with a mouse filled with catnip. She had a ball that had
a bell within. She had a cat bed and a sanitary litter box. Sure
she demanded a lot of attention, and sure she was put out when
the Kostelecs brought Emperor Jack home. Kandy and Moses
still could not recall how badly she behaved when they brought
Red Relish.
Red Relish, a unique cross between a Panamanian parrot
and a Peruvian parakeet, never joined in friendship with the
cat. Even if friendship was beyond reach, the Kostelecs hoped
for some sort of detente between enemies. She certainly was
queen of her cage, a stunning bamboo cage lovingly crafted by
the tiny hands of underfed children in India. An imported cage
for an imported bird Kandy would say; they had purchased
it, paying full price, at Pier One Imports. Red Relish had a
beautiful voice, and though she refused to squak, “Polly wants
a cracker,” or call out some sea captain’s obscenity, the bird had
mastered an aria from Don Giovanni. However, as the months
went by the Kostelecs began noticing that the bird was singing
more and more off key. As Red Relish slid downhill, they tried
22
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everything they could to save her, but Red’s red was slowly
turning ashen. With her feathers scattered across the base of
that lovely cage, one dreary afternoon she fell naked from her
bamboo perch, banged against the synthetic cuttlebone on her
way down, and died.
After the suicide attempt, Moses took Emperor Jack to a
psychiatrist who specialized in household pets. Dr. Steamspring
had earned his reputation working with circus animals, but
after his altercation with a male camel who was going through
whatever constitutes a divorce in the camel world, he turned to
smaller and tamer animals. The story is that the camel became
enraged when Dr. Steamspring suggested that the camel’s
mother maybe at fault in a sort of animal oedipal complex in
which her offspring was unable to become fully aroused unless
a female dressed in his mother’s saddle and bridle. The cut that
crossed Dr. Steamspring’s nose and ended just below his left
ear had hardened into a scar that gave him a German fencing
fraternity look. In fact, Dr. Steamspring would tell people that
is how he got the scar. The nervous tick in his right eye could
not be accounted for.
Dr. Steamspring met with Emperor Jack twice a week in
fifty-minute sessions for six months. Though such sessions are
confidential doctor-patient interactions, Dr. Steamspring could
tell Moses that he could not find any psychological basis for
Emperor Jack’s depression. He administered the usual battery
of tests, tried hypnosis, and did a bit of dream analysis. But
though nothing showed-up, Emperor Jack kept going down
hill.
Whether it was luck, just plain or dumb, Kandy found the
dioxin-coated hairballs that the cat had buried in its litter box.
Not saying a word, she installed a small camera in the kitchen
that captured the cat, when no one was looking, mixing several
small dioxin-coated hairballs into the dog’s food. For how long
this had been going on the Kostelecs’ could only guess, but
the cat’s shocking behavior left them dazed. Where the cat got
the dioxin, they didn’t know, and really didn’t care. They knew
where the cat was getting the hairballs.
And then Scout, the Kostelecs’ daughter, with tears in her
eyes raised a possibility that should never have been raised. Had
the cat murdered Red Relish?
-Barry Ferst, Ph.D.
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Committee: Vessel. Ruler. Roll.

Call a new name as a sail
At sea: Lucky lucky
Dichotomy of me. But
No buoy forbearing.
Journey cries: Go Meander.
Journey cries: Go Fuck Yourself.
I’ve fucked myself before
Without issue—but now tissue’s
Tender. Quite the bender
When whore and queen
Reign with wand
Of disdain and drama
Endured trauma sears round
Scars.
Up on Mind. Not quiet,
But silenced. Still
To Listen.
This breeze has blown
Brain away.
Into crazy: a pen
Extends.
-Kolleen Rivers
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Guadalupe Hill (Winter)
The train crawls down the line—
bellies on tracks of steel.
The rusted tires grinding down the parallel metal.

Children sled down the hill—
bellies covered in crystal powder.
The sleds glide, leaving trails on the ground.
The sun-white day doesn’t hover over anywhere—
earth’s grass smothered by the cold white snow.
The green trapped beneath a sea of prints.
The young screams have faded old—
the joy-green echoes only heard.
The day is drowned in horn and hail.

In the silent stir of words—
sleds are abandoned, left to freeze.
The only remnants forgotten in this attempt
to capture a handful of snow buried under, where the ground is
browned by words.
-Richard O. Nino
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I: WlIn Praise of Rodney Street
the blocks that howl at night,
sleep in the day, section
in the shadow of the cathedral,
stretch that is conveniently close
to places to pawn a toaster,
city jail and mortuaries,
an area complete with meth labs,
children drinking the liquefied foam
from discarded bottles of beer,
acolytes of Jester’s bar
pouring into Rodney at closing.

Three of them, all named Mary,
remembered that in grade school
they agreed to be missionaries
together in darkest Africa.
Artemio would have been a published
poet if his parents had enough money
to buy him both bread and pen.
Greyson hoped to paint great pictures
until he learned to soar on speed.
The three named Mary
decided to walk south on Rodney
and sleep on Kris’s front deck
with her dogs, who will snuggle with them.
Kris will not mind,
will throw a blanket over them,
considering them as raw material
for another anecdote to tell her friends.

Artemio decided to sleep in the Laundromat
where he had hidden jail stationery and a pencil.
He will appease the owner in the morning
by offering to sweep and mop the place.
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Greyson decided not to offer Donna another canvas.
She would buy, but she does not need
another Greyson non-objective.
He decided to walk with the three named Mary,
continue to the top of Rodney,
sleep in the cab of Will’s truck,
and ask him in the morning
for a few days’ work painting houses.
The three named Mary further
decided to go to early mass,
later cross the street to Saint Paul’s,
which offers open communion.
-Bill Lovelady
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Mirror

We are surrounded by beaming faces, and you
are the radiant center of this attention.
Everyone proud and doting, complementing
your fullness: something we once had in common.
I am the unicorn mare, led into the ark without
her mate. I’m the abyss of a collapsed star,
that dark spot sucking the joy out of this room.
I would be you, if you were in my shoes.
The heap of gifts slowly dwindles. They’re preparing
you for the biggest gift of all. I smile through my tight
jaw and drowning eyes. I ooh and ah to cover the throbbing
of my selfish heart and the deafening roar of my weakness.

You are the heir to my aborted hope.
Your ponderous ripeness just a mirror reflecting
those parts of me which are now hollow
barren, but ponderous just the same.

We are our generation’s burden-bearers
yours light with anticipation and promise,
mine heavy with bitterness envy guilt.
I could be you, if I weren’t me and crying.
-Abby Shea Denson
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Please, No More Favors

Water,
like spirit
defies logic with a path
flowing
all of its own accord
and the dams I built
like so much
of the muddy intent
underlying
their construction
that life’s bigger
better wisdom
washed it away,
loose sand
no stranger
to the relentless rage of angry tides.
And what of those flimsy aqueducts
to channel challenge
into manageable pools
that might irrigate
this thirsty soul
with high tides of spiritual discovery
only to flood
with melancholy waves
until all laid waste
drowned in the washout
of a near hopeless struggle.

Now,
left building canals
with the final
highest
grandest
nearly finished
a familiar
drip drip
draws cautious eyes
and a fearful glance
past a barren land
wishing only wet fertility
back to the beginning
in the general vicinity
of a damp foundation.
-Danny Mack
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Drips
Above, drips can be heard from all four corners of my room as
different but specific times of the day. If one had the patience
to sit, listen, and remember, the time of day could be accurately
determined by the direction and intensity of those drips. White
water marks against the owl- brown walls tell last week’s story:
two broken pipes left water spraying all over Morrison, Stein
beck, Alberts, and Anderson. Just yesterday, another broken
pipe was found secretly developing a puddle on the living room
rug. The moist smell from the upstairs puddle dripped its way
down. A hairline crack created by a loose nail in the roof of the
basement was all the water needed to permeate the sheetrock.
Jars made of plastic, glass, and clay catch drops by my window
and on the floor. Sun rays through one of the jars casts crystal
line shadows on my sculpture of infant Jesus. Nana gave me the
sculpture before she died. Now she is part of the shadows, the
light, the woodwork, and the drips that continuously surround

-Marcus Simonich
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On Fellini’s “Amarcord”

To war is human
to love
to err in the fog and find
a white bull standing
alone in the dark street
Pantomime. Violin. Fascism
The first ferrarri
Men dream fast
Women
large bosomed and bottomed
young, willing for weather
inevitable seas, cigarettes and sparrows
cold beauty, heels on ice, motorcycle desire
as death claims love finally for its own
realization arrives in an automobile
to the house where you grew up
while tortured souls execute credence
a march begins
people watch tall cemetery poplars
stand, as they have always stood
on the high bluff by the sea
intricate and blatant against a toothless sky
Dirt under tires and feet
kicking dust into the picture of time
when one’s death can be more freely chosen
the unpleased bride is taken away
where, behind locked gates
politics, economics, science, religion, law
pound like heartbeats
on rattle-skinned drums
milked from mothers’ breasts
firecrackers speak in barber shops
burning moving picture graffiti
fart sounds made in the armpit of tyranny
Black and white quiet
falls like rain
upon the woman in a dress
walking the wind-waved beach
plain spoken truth
among bricks and soup
-Brynn Holt
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Morning Fog in Ireland
The morning fog rolls in
from the Atlantic and settles over us,
heavy as grief.

A tremble of a feeling falls
with his mist, a haunting,
a memory of something missing,
and I look up to see
that there is no longer any trace
of the Sycamore in the field
across from the house nor any sign
of the field either. Just the hedge
and the road remain.
There is no telling how long
he will continue his opaque vigil
or how long I will look out
the window and try to see
through him.

So I continue as I would,
as it the field and the tree
were still there, the swallows perched
on branches, a pheasant weaving
through tall grass, hoping that while
I am washing the dishes
or reading a book to the children,
he will lift himself from his kneeling,
bow, and take his leave.
At least,
until tomorrow.
-Sam Ellis.
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A Postcard to You, Far Away
There are some things the pen can never do.
It is too close to pent, to trapped, to caught
in words we say when no words will suffice:
pensive, penitent, pendulum. The pen,

like Zeno’s finest arrow, always points
to destinations it will never reach.
Therefore it is by calculus alone,
my dear, that we may know each other’s minds,
and all further connection rests on sound ballistics;
trajectories that words merely imply,
the pathway of the nib extrapolated.
Pen is our word for nearly: that is why

penultimate makes us think “next to last”
and peninsula leaves us “almost alone.”
-Loren Graham
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The Last Longhorn
The last long-horn bucked into the chute
space too tight for her
struggle with her massive crown
takes blood from my brother and me
the dust earth drinks our blood
as a heretic drinks holy wine
The chute squeezes down hard rusted no longer green
grass on the fringe dried brown
Mother Nature has miscarried here
this stillborn ranch

My father searches the life spot for growing salvation
he removes his arm and shakes troubled head
“Barren” is the only word on dry lips
the rest is silent understanding
lop off the horns
bob the tail
put her with the rest
Blood spray from the stubs of her former glory
she drags herself to the pen with the empty others
nothing left in her
no fight at all
Blood and sweat bead down dust brows
as black car pulls up with weak-handshake man
with reaper’s pen my father signs
his voice word dry

The sign above our mantle speaks
“The rancher leaves tracks in history the farmer can’t plow under”
but the mortgage man tears all tracks up
with the furrows of his pen
-Jeremy Schmidt
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Bornemanization Takes Command
Off we go
into the wild bill yonder
you are about to be bornemanized

rule number one
there are no words inside your head
only those pushed beyond the teeth and gums
nor are there words
in your mind but only those spoken sparks
jetting out through the lips in smoke and light
words are beats
thundering engines of procreation John Deere
words torqued by the tongue’s twisted sister Syntaxia

Who
incidentally
asks me this:
Remember that original
pounding blood loop when first
we leapt into the womb while looking?
being born was easy
listening to begin with
just this single channel of the self

but what about all the music
we will never hear all the silence we
will after were gone?
-Bill Borneman
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Golden Confusion

I believe that life is infinitely beautiful,
that a falling leaf can make me cry.
I believe in uncomplicated love! desperation! and purple sunsets!
in death before life and daily rebirths.
I believe that every breath is a miracle,
that the Northern Lights are our souls dancing in the stars.
I believe in all-consuming joy with no geometric boundaries,
in the utter abstractness of the beating heart.
I believe that mountains can sing,
that their sirens song calls to me even now.
I believe in my power as a woman,
in my ability to create and my right to choose.
I believe that I wear my heart like a silver bracelet,
that everyone around me can reach out and touch it.
I believe in stolen glances,
in breathless moments of golden confusion.
I believe that endings are irrelevant,
because I will change your life.
-Darcy Poletti Harp
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Maize

I dart down the rows of Indian corn.
My sister’s hiding somewhere in the midst
of these green stalks. The crickets are chirping
a crackling rhapsody
which falls like static upon my ears.
Over the choir of insects, her laughter carries,
so pleased with herself for winning this game
of hide-and-go-seek. “I give up,” I yell
to the labyrinth of corn. “Let’s go inside,
the dirt’s burning my feet.” She emerges
and offers some freshly-picked beans. “We can’t,
they’re fighting again.” This garden,
our refuge from a screaming father. Here sweet blossoms
overpower the stink of whiskey on his breath.
But when summer has faded into fall
and the plants die and wither away,
where will we go to escape
our mother’s tears? A door slams
and his old red Ford speeds down the driveway
for the last time. “Where’s he going, Jen?”
My sister shrugs and turns away at full sprint,
knowing that she can’t explain, but still can’t pretend.
-Christine Nelson
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Off to the Side

Shadow and light waltz in the garden—
a pristine performance of the sun
and moon. See the birth of night dew
slip from thorn to thorn, tickled
by the sun. Off to the side, a lone
dandelion bud waits, silently—
alone.
Festive colored leaves mulch the
ballroom floor, decorations of
invitation only. See the bright
ribbon stalks, coupled intertwined.
Off to the side, a bold budding
dandelion dares to glimpse, to
hope.

A garden unnaturally balanced,
tended, shaped by cold gloved
steel. See the true, untapped
beauty off to the side, a lone
vibrant Dandelion blossom radiates
inner light and shadow soaking
all the moon light dew,
all this—
-Randy E. Hussey
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(Another) Letter to a Professor

I cave.
I make
My cause as thus:
Time not had I
(Did not I)
For to stitch to prose
so
Contact calls: with Desire
Goggles firmly affixed to face
We find ourselves in odd places
I slept: familial facing
Grasping. Gasping after
Not story—but truth
Elusive. A ninja escapes
Half of Make-up from
Mother’s side.
Bonding backwards. Flash
Fist first. Brightness blinds
As I depart.
so
Such as and is: as currently
Recorded (Thank you,
Miss Voracious). Envisioning otherwise
Unlikely. So, empty head
Damn goggles: glued. Other
Yearnings rise bubble surface
Choose the poison
For we are parched regardless.
-Kolleen Rivers
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Vintage
Funny how the fabric of a person can unravel. Things fall apart.
You start out as a nice pair of Sunday Go to Church khakis; end
up as a frayed Saturday Bum around the House cut-offs. You
think “This is me. I’m polished. I’ve got it all together,” and
then one day you wake up and don’t even recognize yourself.
Was this gradual? Were you ever casual Friday Night at the Bar
or broken-in Wednesday trip to the Grocery Store pants, or did
you just wake up one day and lob off the more respectable parts
of yourself? You finger the taw edges of your life and ask your
self if it would be worth it to hem up what you’ve got—make
something out of your cumulative experience—or just pitch
it altogether and become something like a power suit or fleece
pull-over.
I feel like someone’s favorite ratty t-shirt, the kind you put
on when you can’t stand anything else in your closet: comfort
able but worn so thin that I’m basically transparent. I’ve seen
better days. I used to be that special occasion t-shirt, the kind
you wear on a date when you don’t want to look like you’re
trying too hard: crisp, fresh, and effortlessly cool with a clever
saying on the front. Was this gradual?
-Abby Shea Denson
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Picture of a Muse
I’ve seen the footprints of waterfalls,
under black opal stars.
I’ve heard the music of rainbows,
like the laughter of broken glass.
I’ve touched the oceans of darkness,
the shadows you surround yourself with.
I’ve felt a silence like the roar of dragons,
and a sorrow like dying embers.

I wish you could see my hands,
filled with butterflies.
And my eyes, empty,
except for visions of you.
-Jodi Schmitz
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Song of Community

I am under the snow that blesses the treetops
that clogs the streets
that frees the skier’s soul,
I catch the rain that chases the wedding indoors
that drizzles on the funeral,
that nourishes the garden and the gardener.
I am the understanding
that we are all here together
the tear that wells up at the obituary of a stranger,
the smile that lights the birth announcement of an unknown
child

I am the beating of many hearts
with different rhythms,
Infant patter
Pounding adolescent rush
the palpitations of uncertainty
the hushed tones of the heart in peaceful meditation
the silence of the heart that announces the parting of our ways.

I am silence, too
when silence chooses one random moment
in which everyone absently glances at
the alpenglow
the evening star
the sunrise against Mt. Helena
the blue above at 4 o’clock on a summer afternoon
and for an instant we all pause, appreciate, and exhale together.
I am there in the shared breath.
I am the air we have created with our breath,
our expirations, our inspirations
breathing each other in and out,
sharing the molecules of life.
I float off downwind, to share our breath with East Helena,
I sweep in from Missoula, freshened by the breath of meadow,
rock and
forest.
I am community.
44
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I will pull your car out of the snowbank with the old rope in
the back of my
pickup,
even though your bumper sticker does mortal combat with my
own.
I will round up your stray calf with my 12 year old Subaru,
entice him with a piece of organic soy cheese from my lunch bag,
lead him back through the hole in your fence to his anxious
mother.
I will patch the hole with my jumper cables and call you on my
cell phone
as I drive to work, to tell you where the problem is,
even though I protested your grazing rights
in the government hearing last year.
And I know that when I get home in the evening
my jumper cables will be neatly coiled at my front door,
and my dog will not have barked at you.

We will not be strangers.
I will greet you at the checkout line, with your food stamps,
with your platinum card
I will bless you at my gathering of spirits, my place of prayer
I will sing for you, in tune or out of tune,
1 will hold you in my heart.
I will find your eyes when we pass on the sidewalk
and nod to you, and smile
I will bring your family food when you are ill
I will gratefully receive your gift when I am in need,
I will come to the fundraiser, the spaghetti feed, the car wash,
I will visit you, I will rejoice at your visit
I will serve your favorite tea, your brand of beer waits in my
cooler.
I will rub my misconceptions up against your truth
until I rub the strangeness off.

I will shovel your sidewalk, take in your mail when you are away,
1 will feed your fish.
I will sand the icy spots on my sidewalk so you can pass safely by.
I will smile at your children
I will greet them and listen to their stories
in their strollers, in their baggy pants,
in their ballet slippers, their orange hair,
I will buy their popcorn,
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I will lend you my children whenever you want.
I will race you to the crosswalk
I will hold your hand for safety
I will look up at you, and trust you
I will surely forgive you (someday) for all you are about to do
in raising me.
I will name my children after you.
I will come to your baptism,
to your wedding,
your funeral
I will greet you on whatever other side we both may find.
I will take your hand in marriage,
I will say farewell in sorrow
I will bless you in regret
I will forgive.
I will heal you
I will hurt you
I will understand completely
I will miss the point.
I will fight forest fires next to you
my blisters, your blisters
my sore feet, your aching back.
You saving the habitat, the watershed,
I saving the lumber
both of us changed forever in the pounding heat
watching each other’s illusions rise and boil away above the
flames.
I will buy your wheat
I will make your bread
I will sell you a sandwich
I will pick up your trash
I will cover the landfill and plant it with seed
for a harvest of children playing.
-Paulette Kohman
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Lovers
We stood, My love and I,
shoulder touching shoulder,
in the pine-filtered light,
midmorning, on the graying deck
of our cabin in the woods,
a wedding gift almost a decade old.
I gulped stale coffee;
She dabbled in stale tea;
I was dressed for hiking;
she was still, quite still,
in her fading bathrobe.
We had built a deck
around a Jeffery pine.
I sniffed the bark’s vanilla,
the smell faint but always there,
like the scent on her white neck.
Shafts of light sparked the ripples
of gently flowing Smith’s Creek.
She stepped aside and looked
at me as if I were a stranger.
“This place tires me, as dull
as the name of the creek.
Let’s call it Salome’s Brook,
or Lily Langtry’s River,
something classy like
Big Dorothy’s Torrent.
We’ve seen this view before,
and before before. We should
try, at least try, separate vacations.”

At that moment, with divine timing,
like a flash of lightning when we needed light,
the length of a hoe handle from us, two skunks,
the most primitive of carnivores,
roiled the tall grass, nipping and mounting,
in a frenzy of delighting in each other,
begetting without thought, on and on.
Sated, they ambled toward Salome’s Brook.
-Bill Lovelady
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If She’s Cute Enough,
I’ll Fall for Anything

Sometimes I am shocked
by the way I kiss tomorrow’s ass
without even blushing
like some ethereal guide that’s far wiser
than my best friend Today,
who says,
“C’mon, yeah she’s pretty,
but she might by full of empty promises
and still every day
you kiss up to her
with your appreciating house
retirement funds
(God, try not to think about all that insurance)
hedges against hedges,
and these things yesterday purchased,
to pay for tomorrow,
and I’m telling you
(and I know you don’t want to hear it)
tomorrow has nothing to spend
she’s just a frosty whore promising anything you’ll believe
All day long you pucker up
then dream on it in the night
and wonder why
when you wake up in the morning
there’s that funny taste
only to see
when the dreams have gone away
her best promise
the only real one
was to share what we share
be me
yet when we’re together
sometimes you think of her,
even say her name aloud.”
-Danny Mack
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I Fear Forever
She was a friend,
I was a friend.
We were just friends but still I contemplated the complexity of
our union and wished we
could be more.
Though the loyalist of friends I’ve never been, the most faithful
of lovers still I fantasized
of play fights between covers,
wondering if knowing and caring could be loving and sharing,
looking into her eyes I feel as if I sin, dreaming of my tongue
touching her skin
again and
again and
again because with her I don’t have to pretend.
But still I hold back and don’t say what I need to say
because of the behavior I normally display and hers is a heart I
never wish to betray but
that’s just the way.
I was brought up to be a pimp a player a slayer of half-truths,
but the truth is my only fear is you,
because I fear forever.
But still my mind can’t help but drift to thoughts of curious
fingertips favorably exploring
the previously unexplored.
But still I say nothing,
because I know you.
You know me,
and I fear forever.
-Tim Bowman
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Equality
You
and your French manicure
and your hair from a bottle
that took hours and dollars
I cannot afford.
Me
and my torn shirt
and my worn hands
that have worked—
You cannot understand.

You
and your new car
and my old truck
that are parked
on the same mud.
-Gretchen Rangitsch
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Breath Still
as watching
wildlife
Confused and amused
by her decorating
my hat
with castoff
manuscript tabs

In no mood
to disturb play

Realize
I am demonstrating
that draft horse
personality
And not responding
to gently jabs
“Why hide
in that hat anyway?”

“being the least
inhibited”
You have no idea
the inhibitions
under here

Microphone antics
a defiant act
against this
person
But please don’t
misinterpret
what might look
tight lipped

Check instead
for mirth lines
Crinkling cheeks
eye corners
-Scott Walter
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Annabelle My Saving Grace

I watch you
sleep and wonder
how your day was. Your mommy says
you crawled today
for the first time. I wish
I could have seen.
Your quiet breath speaks
of all I missed

while slinging bottles and pouring
beers for customers who
are so sure of their centrality
in my world. All night
long I smell the sweet whiskey
smell and almost feel its gentle bite
and burn down
my throat, but I hand
the cool glass to someone else and collect
the tips for my girls
at home without me. Now,
when everyone else is gone
and I am alone, I pour
one more drink. The whiskey cracks the ice
like resolve and I let it shake
in my hand for a moment,
but your blue eyes burn hotter
than the whiskey in my mind.
I pour it down
the drain
and drive home to watch
you while you sleep.
-Jeremy Schmidt
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Extra Lime

Sometimes I can hear him chuckling
softly and with an impish grin, swishing
the ice past the lime and tonic
with a lot of gin. But it has to come
so far to find me, the grin is gone,
gin diluted with melted ice and
not so happy with the squished,
soggy lime. Sometimes I can see

beyond all the mountain ranges
and cities that obstruct the view, through
the backyards of all the countries
that divide us, over the Atlantic and
across the Colombia to the passenger
seat of his old truck. I like to sit there,
stare through the cracked windshield
of his world, mournfully far removed
from my own. I like to swing
my legs and kick the country air from
high up on a fence post, watch him work.
Marvel
at the mysterious martyr, man of my
highest moon, light of every new
revelation. Wish he were here
to take these new fresh steps upon foreign
soil and under new flags,
see me, the one of whom he must
surely wonder. Shrug. Sigh.
Weird and wandering, tree-mauling
and barefoot, smiling into the sky,
sage-burning and sacrilegious, sunk
deep into the dirt of too many causes,
straw nymph of a daughter.

I’ve attempted to imitate his smile,
adopt his drink: less ice, extra lime.
His chuckle often revisited,
sometimes revised
but too distant to latch on to. An echo
is even harder than a soggy lime
to grab ahold of and squeeze.
-Kate Wilson
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Make the Crooked Path Straight

As I arrived at the church from my trip,
not properly dressed for a religious concert,
the conductor brought his baton down,
and started the Overture to Handel’s “Messiah.”
I stood at the back
rather than sitting in the second pew.

My trip was of doubtful utility
conceived more in spite than necessity
a tiring and bootless trip
justified by mere indignation.
As the “Messiah,” continued,
I reviewed my grievances
searched for loopholes
to explain my actions
found fault with my wife’s arguments
alleged non sequiturs.
My wife stepped out of the chorus
and sang a solo quoting Isaiah:
He was despised and rejected of men:
A man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief.
He gave his back to the smiters.

The emotion in her voice quieted the audience
and, one phrase after the other, terrified me.
Was she singing about herself
knowing sorrows and acquainted with grief?
Her emotion nailed me, stabbed me, striped my back.

I thought of Timothy,
done much evil by a coppersmith.
Timothy pleaded: “Lord,
reward him according to his work.”
I concentrated as if I were in a desert
hearing the coughing roar of hungry lions,
pestered by Satan’s brand of sinful flies,
watching Michelangelo’s goldfinches
predict the Passion by feeding on thorns
and strewing them about.
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My shoddy actions and shod heart
humiliated me until I was barefoot
among the dropped thorns
and willing to turn my other cheek.
I waited for the applause,
the clatter of released musicians,
and congratulations to die down,
praying for something old to begin anew.
-Bill Lovelady
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It Just Didn’t Work Out
In a year’s time, you went from kissing
mom to introducing me to Yolanda.
She had creamy cinnamon skin,
sculptured black hair, and clear plastic
couch covers that clung to the backs
of my legs in summertime.
But then, like spring snow melt,
she was gone.
I asked where she was—
it just didn’t work out, you said.

Virginia #1 came and went and
came again—just as merry—
but silent about the interruption.
One day I found a photo
tucked in amid the dishes—
bared droopy breasts peppered
with dark freckles,
a gaping grin and windblown beach hair.
I stared at it, knowing you had taken it,
and for the first time
felt the separateness between us.
That was the last I saw Virginia #1.
Hey, it just didn’t work out, you said.

Katie was petite, toned dark as my
room with no nightlight.
I didn’t like her—
I wanted to be the only Katie.
She lingered just off stage for years,
hovering in the fog you hid her in,
trailing bread crumbs you let fall
so I knew she was there
but not there—
waiting in her darkness as others came
and went.
I suppose it just didn’t work out.
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Irene, with her roman nose, olive skin,
and tea of rose perfume was next.
You later told me I really loved her
as if the others—
my mom included—were misguided paths
you tread too long on.
Walking you down the candlelit aisle,
our roles reversed,
my brother and I gave in to the hope.

Instead, we watched the dishes fly,
caught the moon-reflected glint
of shattered glass in your bed,
saw your clothing clumped
in the street below.
Twisting and jerking like a bull-riding
cowboy, you hung on.
Let go, we said,
it’s just not working out.

Not long after—
came Lile, who didn’t like direct
sunlight. She had pale skin,
glossy red nails, and wore big
shouldered black pantsuits.
Lile, Lile, crocodile.
Two years later the cuts began—
her glossy nails slowly filling
with red-tinged bits of your skin.
The little here-and-there flows of red
became veinlike—
Death by a thousand cuts you said.
This time you clung on,
riding an unknown beast,
in an event with obscure rules.
A decade later, the buzzer sounded.
Leaning into me
like a young boy with a secret
you whispered,
it wasn’t working for years.
-Kate Staley
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Hunted

It was Saturday, and she sat on the living room floor folding
both his and her clean clothes and stacking them in their re
spective piles. She felt old. She swore she was the oldest twentynine-year-old on the planet. She glanced over at the full-length
mirror that hung on the hallway wall. She still looked young;
still was pretty too. Her hair was a rich brown, and she always
looked in the magazines to see the latest hair style. She just
got it cut a couple of weeks back; a cute little bob about chin
length. She liked it, for now at least. She had deep brown eyes
too and long eyelashes that didn’t even need any mascara; she
was glad for that. Most girls would die for her eyelashes. The
only thing she didn’t like was her nose. It wasn’t too big or too
small, but rather smashed against her face, making it look too
fat. But overall, she was happy with how she looked. She went
back to folding clothes. An afternoon talk show droned in the
background, but she rarely glanced at the television. Tell was at
work.
Their relationship seemed to be fine, except for the issue
of having children someday. She had tried on two separate
occasions to bring it up. After all, she was almost thirty, and
she wanted a family. A ring would be nice first, she thought,
but she would only accept a ring from someone who wanted to
have children. The first time she had brought it up, he had said
that he didn’t think he ever wanted kids, that he just wanted
to spend his life “lovin’ her.” If “lovin’ her” had something
to do with power tools, guns, and football, he was doing just
wonderful. She laughed to herself despite really not finding it
that funny.
The second time she had asked him he had said, “Yeah,
sure, someday, I guess.” He might as well have said no. She had
never brought up the topic of children again. He wouldn’t talk
about it. The other thing that had seemed to become an issue
was hunting; she was not sure why, but it just had. It wasn’t
that she even disliked his hunting, but he thought she did.
“You can’t say you dislike something if you’ve never tried it,”
he had said. She had responded with something about how she
would only like to go hunting if nothing got killed and that
she figured that she wouldn’t be able to stand the sight of an
innocent animal being slaughtered.
“Well, that kind of defeats the purpose of hunting,” she
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remembered him saying. “Besides, hunting is only inhumane if
you are careless. I am not a careless hunter, Amy.”
And she believed him. As much hunting as he did he ought
to be pretty good.
“Hunting shouldn’t just be about killing,” she had contin
ued, trying to get him to see her point of view. “It should be
about the whole experience, being in nature, appreciating the
animals. All of it, not just the killing.”
Then he had given her a macho-male “you don’t under
stand this type of thing” look. So she had asked him the same
question; she asked him if he understood it. What did hunting
represent to him? A gruff and insulted “What?” was all she got
in return. Then he laughed and walked out the door.
She worked at the bar in the evenings Thursday through
Saturday and as a clerk in town during the day. “In town”
meant Baker, since Baker was the closest place that had over a
thousand people. Going to town meant you were going to Bak
er. Tell was a handyman/carpenter who did work in town and
right there in Rainey, remodeling bathrooms and kitchens, re
roofing houses, and doing other odd jobs. He was good at what
he did and made decent money. She was just finishing up the
last load of laundry, folding two pairs of his socks together and
tossing them in his top drawer when he came bursting through
the front door. He had a grin stretched from one side of his face
to the other. In his outstretched arms he held a brand new rifle.
He cradled it like a newborn baby, then carefully set it down on
the couch.
“Look,” he said, his eyes and face glowing. “Isn’t she beauti
ful?” She looked at him quizzically. He was thirty-two but
looked like a little boy. He still had a baby face. And he was
getting a belly, not a big belly, but a belly nonetheless. But
she loved him. She continued to look at him, but he did not
notice, lost in his new toy. He still was handsome in a way. His
hairline had begun to recede considerably, forming a triangle of
brown hair that came to a point at his forehead. His eyes were
okay; nothing special, just your run-of-the mill brown eyes. But
his dimples. She absolutely loved his dimples when he laughed
or smiled. And he did have a great smile too. She figured she
would humor him by acknowledging his new baby.
“Yeah, she’s gorgeous,” she said mockingly, walking across
the room and flopping down on the couch, tired.
“You just don’t appreciate any of it do you?” he said an
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noyed, shaking his head. He fidgeted with his hands, and then
methodically popped every knuckle as he stared at the ground.
“Why are you so tired?” he asked.
“I’ve been doing laundry all afternoon,” she said.
He laughed. She wasn’t sure how to take the laugh, but she
was pretty certain it wasn’t a “thank you honey.”
“I want you to come hunting with me this weekend,” he
blurted out. It caught her off7 guard; he had never asked her
to go hunting with him before. Maybe if she went she would
understand, she thought. Maybe it would help things if she
went. He was staring at her, waiting for an answer; she nodded
her head.
“Okay,” she said. “But no fawns, and no does with fawns
either.”
Early the next morning, they were huddled in the brush on
the edge of an open field. Tell had made her dress completely
in camouflage. It was all big and baggy since it was his old
stuff. She even had some kind of black and brown paint on
her face, which she thought was probably shoe polish. She sat
about ten feet behind him. One doe and two little fawns had
wandered out into the open field, opposite the side that she
and Tell sat on. He turned and looked at her, gesturing with
two fingers at his eyes and then pointing out into the field. She
vehemently shook her head no and gave him a scowl. “I know,
I know,” he silently mouthed back at her. Well, at least he had
remembered their agreement. She nodded at him. They had
been sitting there for almost two hours, and she was getting
bored. She was cold and hungry, and her butt hurt from sitting
on the ground for so long. She just wanted something to hap
pen so they could go.
The doe had her head to the ground, eating some grass on
the edge of the wheat field. Amy wasn’t very good with dis
tance, but she figured it to be about as far from the post office
down the two blocks to the bar, maybe more. Amy noticed an
other one of the does stop eating and look back into the brush.
A couple more does came running out of the thicket, prancing
around nervously. All the deer stopped eating and held their
head in the air. Then, a large deer came prancing out of the
brush and continued across the field. Amy noticed his antlers
rose well above its ears, and his body seemed twice that of the
other deer. The other deer joined him in running across the
field. Amy looked down at Tell, but he had his rifle propped up
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and was following the deer through his scope, his finger resting
on the trigger. The deer began to quicken their run across the
field.
The loud blast of the gun made Amy jump. Amy looked out
at the deer, but the one with the large antlers was still stand
ing, and oddly enough, all of deer slowed down almost to a
stop, acting confused. She didn’t understand why Tell didn’t
.shoot again, as the big buck now stood broadside, looking in
their direction. She looked at him; he had lowered his gun,
and he hung his head between his knees, looking dejected. She
was confused. Tell stood up and carefully placed his gun over
his shoulder. He motioned for her to stay where she was as he
started to walk out into the field. She ignored him and quickly
followed, running up next to him.
“What’s going on?” she asked. But he just shook his head
and kept walking. She grabbed hold of his hand and walked
with him. She looked up and saw the deer running again at the
sight of her and Tell. She then looked up at him; his face was
long.
“What’s wrong?” she tried again. But she got no answer;
he just shook his head. She looked down and watched her feet
crunch the wheat stubble. She didn’t know what was the mat
ter, but she had a bad feeling. Honestly, she didn’t really want
to know.
“I’m sorry,” he said, but she didn’t respond, just looked
at him. They kept walking. Amy just stared at the ground,
the perfect rows of chopped-off wheat. Then Tell came to an
abrupt stop. She looked at him.
He was staring down at the ground about ten feet in front of
them. There lay a small heap that looked like a curled up dog
or some heap of fur. She felt the color run out of her face. She
wanted to leave. She wanted to hit him too, but she knew he
hadn’t meant to do it. Tell walked up to the dead fawn, grabbed
it by a leg, and rolled the small animal on its back. It was so
tiny, so innocent. She wanted to cry but she kept her compo
sure, standing in the same spot, frozen.
Tell pulled his huge buck knife from his belt and slipped the
protective leather sleeve off of it. Its silver blade gleamed in the
sunlight. Amy didn’t want to watch, but at the same time she
couldn’t take her eyes off of the fawn or Tell. She watched the
knife blade disappear into the underside of the fawn, and Tell
began sawing upwards through the ribs. He sawed vigorously,
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as hard as he could. Then he stopped, half way through the
chest cavity, and stood up. Amy saw the sweat beading up on
his face. She said nothing.
He walked a few feet over to the edge of the field and sat
down in the stubble, his back towards Amy and the fawn. Amy
still stood frozen. She looked at the fawn sprawled on its back
with the knife handle protruding from its chest. Amy hesitated,
then walked over to the fawn and knelt down. She ran her
hand over its fur, feeling the softness. She felt a lump begin to
form in her throat, but she stopped it and grabbed hold of the
knife. The first knife stroke was the hardest, seeing the fur and
skin peel away as she moved the knife up and then down. But
she kept going, until she was almost to the throat, which she
thought was far enough, and she stopped. She looked over her
shoulder at Tell. His back was still to her, but she was sure he
had probably looked at her.
She turned her attention back to the fawn. This is the part
she did not want to do, but she knew he was not going to do
it. She buried her arm inside the fawn, almost up to the elbow.
It was so warm, almost hot. She yanked out the small mass of
innards and they flopped out onto the ground. She looked back
at Tell again. He was sitting exactly the same. She looked down
at her arm; it was covered in bright, red blood up to the elbow.
She knew the skin had to come off of the fawn, but she
wasn’t exactly sure how to do it. She had seen her dad do it
once or twice, but not to a fawn of course. Usually her dad did
it at home, when it was hung up, but she figured she might as
well try to do it now. She started cutting the skin back from
the ribs, and she was surprised at how easily it sliced and pulled
back away from the dark red meat. She kept slicing and pulling,
and before she knew it she had the whole fawn skinned, except
where the hide was still attached to fawn’s small head.
At that moment, Tell came walking up over her shoulder
and roughly bumped her out of the way. He had a saw in his
hand, a small handsaw. She wasn’t sure where it came from, but
nevertheless there it was, its teeth sharp and ready. She stood
up and moved to the side as Tell knelt down over the head. He
began sawing at the back of the head and she turned away. That
was enough; she didn’t want to see anymore. By the time she
turned back around, Tell had the headless sack of meat draped
across his back, walking back in the direction of the pickup.
She picked up a small rock and hurled it in Tells direction.
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She watched the rock hit the ground, bounce once, and then
disappear into the stubble halfway between her and Tell. He
didn’t even turn around. She knew he wouldn’t see her throw it,
but she needed to anyway. Then she followed after him because
she had to; it was getting dark, and she didn’t even know where
she was. Tells figure was becoming faint in the distance.
The next morning she was sitting in the kitchen, staring at
the little green clock numbers on the microwave. It was almost
ten already; she had been up for over three hours. She stood in
front of the kitchen sink, staring out the window. She watched
two black birds skip across a branch, not really following each
other. They just looked as if they hopped in unison to the same
place. Then they flew off.
Something else caught her eye. A shadow was cast onto their
cement patio out back. A strange shadow that she had never
seen before in that spot. She leaned over the sink and tried to
look out the window to see what was making the shadow. She
walked across the kitchen into the dining room to look out the
sliding glass door. And there it hung; she had forgotten about
it. He must have hung it off their back porch when they got
home last night. But it didn’t look the same. It was grotesque.
Its front legs had been cut off at the knee joints and looked like
stubby little arms stretched above the rest of the body. The back
legs had not been cut off at the knee, and they hung down full
below the body cavity. Amy was disturbed, but she kept staring.
She could see the little ribs protruding out of its chest. Com
pletely stretched out, it wasn’t more than four feet tall. And
with no fur at all, that was the troubling part. The meat was so
dark and red, different than she thought she’d ever seen before.
She suddenly regretted having skinned it in the field. Why’d he
have to string it up like that? Couldn’t he have just laid it out
somewhere, so it looked more natural, not strung up as if it
were standing in mid-air. She wanted to stick her head out the
sliding glass door and take a closer look, but she couldn’t.
She walked back across the kitchen and over to the win
dow. She looked down into the sink to avoid looking out the
window and seeing the shadow. Spotless. Just how she kept it.
She turned around as she heard the hard wood floor creak. Tell
stood there in his camoflauge boxer shorts and a white t-shirt.
His hair was messed up and he squinted because of the light.
“What are you doing?” he asked.
“Nothing,” she said, turning to look back out the window.
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She knew he hated when she responded like that, which is why
she did this time.
“Well, I’m gonna jump in the shower while you do noth
ing,” he said, mocking her. “Start a pot of coffee.”
Amy gave him no response. She heard the water in the
shower start running, and something hit her like cold morning
air being sucked through her nostrils, painful yet refreshing.
She walked into their bedroom, grabbed a duffle bag and began
packing some clothes. She wouldn’t pack all her clothes, yet;
she would just take enough for awhile. She threw in some jeans,
some sweaters, and of course, bras, socks, and underwear. She
was going to get some toiletries, toothbrush and things, and
maybe some makeup, but that was in the bathroom, which was
where he was. She could get that later or buy new.
She flung the duffle bag strap on her shoulder and grabbed
her keys off the kitchen counter. But she skidded to a stop and
looked at the coffee pot. She was going to for a minute, prob
ably out of habit, but she caught herself. She stood still for a
second and listened to the water still running in the bathroom,
then she opened the door and headed out into the crisp morn
ing air. She didn’t want to, but she looked over at the hanging
thing; it was completely silhouetted by the sun. Its arms, or
legs, or whatever they were, seemed to be reaching towards
her. She kept staring at it, hanging there helpless, neglected.
She turned her head away and walked to her car and climbed
in. She fired up the engine and put it in reverse. As she backed
down the driveway she waved, but she wasn’t sure at whom.

-Newell Roche
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Flight

I put your old letters in the stove to erase
them, struck a match, turned my face,
the flame tall, it was August.
Blackening paper curled, I heard rust
ling above the flue, a crackling
I thought I imagined. Then the flutter. Then the fledging
fell, charred feathers smoking, blistered bill agape,
into the failing fire, onto the grate.
I threw the body into the cold creek by the reeds,
and it was when I turned back uphill for the house—
ashamed to consider those fiery wings,
ashamed of my unknowing ways in such a first flight—
it was then I saw the sky, how far away it was,
how blue, how much larger than I had ever thought.

-Loren Graham
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Untitled

You will leave them all
bound in death by snowy winds
everyone you love
-Sean McDonald
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Trained to Kill

Dear sister, I pray
that your Sunday School goes well
and that your new assistant satisfies.
I complained when the cook fed us
chipped beef gravy on lightly burned toast
to go with our canned peaches,
glazed with blowing sand.
“Bitch, bitch, bitch,” snarled the cook.
“You eat big. You wolf it down.”
As I tried to continue the discussion,
the cook became irrational.
Because of the mess in the mess hall,
I no longer type for the chaplain,
but march for rabid Sgt. Patton.
Pray for him, Sister.
He’s armed himself with a newspaper baton,
marching us through this sun-baked moonscape,
growling and baring his teeth
when he demands I stand up straight,
when he orders me to be at ease.
“Shape up, puppies, pit bulls survive.”
He tinkles in his helmet because
when he leaves his tent at night,
someone hurls rocks at him.
Now that we could eat our belts,
he says we’re being shipped
to some unsuspecting country
where the men deserve to die
and the women are ripe for violation.

I knew who had won when
my sergeant named me
his Soldier of the Month.
Pray for me, Sister,
that I not kill,
that I not violate, before
receiving official leave.
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I turn around three times
before I lie in my pup tent
and whimper for my soul,
as leathery as a pig’s ear.

-Bill Lovelady
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Triumph

Wrecked my Car
well, it wasn’t MY Car
Taffy

My brain is taffy
My brain is a dead
woman
recently deceased
She overdosed on heroin
while massaging her
clitoris
<
All she could see
was this white
or, rather, amber
light
up down
down up
across one way
across the other way
across, up and down
and so on
she was listening
to “Blue Moon”
and watching the “Bolero” sequence of
the movie
“Allegro Non Troppo”
Her mantra
Fast
but not too fast
It was a
slow
orgasm
a slow death
insane love
awakening
Triumph

-Brynn Holt
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